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HO M ECOM ING COURT

Powder puff football

Daughters of the King

Girls get into the homecoming sport

CENTER SPREAD, PAGES 8 & 9

Sports, PAGE 9
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Edswardsville policé
deal
with
putrid
animal
Police in a ibuthwestern
IllÜôis town are having
problems keeping up with a
Mpelly Issue lately. Since the
summer, Edwardsville police
hav|| captured 75 skunks,
pore than three times the
normal count"! according to
the Associated Press.'
City- authorities believe
the prevalence of skunks
comes fromjesjdèfìts feeding
the a n im a ls,th e y ; hope to
modify the local ordinance,
which would make it illegal
to feed them.
The 2006 Homecoming court smiles with their escorts afterThursday's coronation. From left to right: Dana Scheiler with
While
the '
fall Jason Athialy; Katie Zurcher with McCartha McKenzie, Queen Erin Hall with Gary Bishir, Sarah McDevitt with Chris S a n d e rsH
temperature^ have helped,
Lindsey Bailey with Christian Sanchez. *
Photos by Denton Hird/Staff
the police department Iwas
using all 16 of its animal trap«?
during the slimmer months;1
the Associated Prafysaid.
Besides their obvious
smell, . skunks can carry
diseaséè;?such as rabies, and
can also dig beneath decks By Tracey Wangler
and even concrete patios,,
twinkling lights. Intertwining
News Writer
white and gold tool surrounded
the
red runway. Candles lined
“Is
this
a
princess
party?”
Teen steals city bus,
asked the son of University the Stage - set With columns,
drives
passeitgers, and Young Adult Pastor Paul surrounding an elevated
and takes fates
Johnson, Co-host of the 2006 thrown. Next to the thrown, on
It all seemed normal Centennial
Homecoming its own pedestal!, sat the crown
enough for passenger!) on an Coronation. With five stunrtmg of the new Homecoming
Orlando city bus route: they women in white gowns Queen.
stopped at all the right-, stops, standing
The
the driver took - fares and .in
girls . were
a
drove the speed limit. The p a 1a c p.-l
h o n o r ed
was surprised. It is
only wrong aspect: thé driver th e m e d
with loving
was a 15 yèar-old boy who’ Chalfant unreal-^ really unreal. and
often
had stolen the bus.
HalU^Ut I am so blessed/'
sentimental
commentary
1 According to CNN, the may have
f r' o m
boy, Ritchie Calvin Davis, been hard
» ERIN HALL
parent^ who
took the bus while it was to tell the 2006 HOMECOMING QUEEN
ex claim ed
parked at a fairground. The
how proud
bus* which is owned by the
loca) transit authority, was
they were o$'
difference.
their once little girls, :'i.
being auctioned.
Presented with grace by
Olivet’s top five girls,
The boy has been charged
in the past with the&ame elected by the student body, their escorts, the girls lit up the
were themed “Daughters of the stage with big smiles as they
crime, the news||te said.
During his time behind King” atthis year’s ceremony. walked down the runway in
the wheel, Davis picked Members of the court were their beautiful white gowns.
Five handsome gentlemen
up three passagers and Lindsey Bailey,' Erin" Hall,
collected their bus fares as Sarah McDevitt, Dana Scheiler accompanied these young
Women. Jason Athialy escorted
weS. A passenger, who noted and Katie Zurcher.
Scheiler; Gary Bishir escorted
That
night,
Chalfant
hall
was
the boy’s young appearance,
After hearing her name announced and receiving her crown
transformed
into
an
old-time
finalfycalled police. •
and robe, Queen Erin Hall smiles with excitement.
palace ballroom, gleaming with
See Queen> PAGE #2

Hall crowned centennial
Hom ecom ing queen

Photos by Denton Hird/Staff
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QUEEN

to beautify a palace.” The
ladies stood strong as pillars
upon
the stage. With eager
Hall;' McCartha McKenzie
smiles,
they held onto their
escorted Zurcher; Christian
Sanchez escorted Baileys escorts anxiously awaiting the
and Chris Sanders escorted announcement of the winner.
Co-host Erin Johnson
McDevitt.
Psalm 144:12 was the called out “Erin Hall” who then
theme verse for the evening. gracefully stepped forward as
,It states, “May our daughters the 2006 Homecoming Queen.
be like graceful pillars, carved Hall accepted her crown
<CONTINUED FROM PAGE #1
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LETTER SUBMISSION
The GlimmerGlass encour
ages readers to respond
through letters to the editor.
For publication, letters must
be signed and sent to
GlimmerGlass, Box 6024.
The editor reserves the right
to edit letters for content,
style, and length. Publi
cation is not guaranteed.
Further inquiries may be
addressed by calling the
GlimmerGlass office at
campus extension 5315.

from last year’s queen, Molly
Taylor, to the song “Dreamer”,
sung by Lisa Denault, Emily
Felgenhauer and Lauren Kehl.
Matt Gerhard accompanied the
singers on the piano.
Shining brightly, Erin glided
down the runway one last time
with a coveted burgundy robe
flowing behind her.
“I was surprised,” Hall said.

“It is unreal — really unreal. I
am so blessed.” ^
Women’s Residential Life!
(WRL) sponsors Homecoming
Coronation. The organization’s
sponsor, Terry Holcomb, felt
the evening was a success.
“I was so impressed with
the amazing quality and hard
work put into the presentation
of the ceremony,” she said.

Ludwig dining room may
expand by 300 se a ts
By Luke Smith
News Writer
The Judy E. Coomer
Dining Room could undergo
a major summer expansion in
order to accommodate Olivet’s
steadily increasing * student
population, funder a deal
funded by Sodexho Marriott
Food Services", university
administration officials said.
. The university has asked a
local architect to put together
drawings o f two potential
extensions that could create up
to 300 extra seats.in the main
dining room. The architect has
been involved, in some way, in
all of Olivet’s structural projects
across the last lO years. The
projected rise - approximately
100 undergraduate students
across the next two years
has provoked Student
Development to seriously
consider how to solve the
pfoblem of an already
overcrowded cafeteria.
By extending the seating
areas to the white pillars on
the north and south sidesof
the cafeteria, 100 extra seatsj
could be added on each side.
The possibility of^pening out
the north side even further
towards the quad would allow
for a total of 200 seats on that
side of the cafeteria producing
a total of 300 additional seats.

The project’s funding will
come from what Vice President
for Student Development
Woody Webb described as a ,
^generous” but “undisclosed” ’
financial gift from Sodexho,
the campus dining service.
Debra Stanley, the general
manager at Sodexho, says the
association the food services
company has built with ONU
has created a lasting bond.
. “I believe it’s been almost’
40 years« Stanley said.
. “That’s a strong connectioi^
and I anticipate it continuing
for the foreseeable future;’?®

If finalized, the renovations
would most likely take place
during the summer of 2007j|
Olivet’s ,, Centennial1; year.
Webb said that changes need
to happen to accommodate
the growth that will come, not
from larger freshman classes,
but rather improved retention
rates.
“It’s no secret that we’recrowded at tim es« . Webb
said, a day after he observed,
for himself, the waiting time
during a busy luni^h period. “I;
have stood by each-fine and
watched as people had to wait
... I have spoken to students
who have had difficulty finding
seats in groups especially at
peak times'”

CREA
TIVE
DESIGNS
H air Salon/

Discount for
ALL ONU STUDENTS
&

eat at file same time and
sometimes there are not
enough chairs at the tables for
all to eat togetherlS puller
said. “Sometimes there are too
many people to even find my
f n e n d |S ||
Sophomore Joshua Mag'nin
has found prime meal times a |
struggle.
“I usually eat lunch
at around l l o’clock and
dinner at 5:30 and it’s always
overcrowded,” Magnin ‘ said, j
while also commenting th a t.
perhaps increasing the quality
of food would be a better
¿investment of theiundjng.
“I think people would be
generally happier if the food
Myas juff a little bettpP|and
would be less worried about:
the wait and crowd isSu|s,’’ he
said.

Bible Study & P|ayer Meeting at
Kankakee First Church of the Nazarene
W ednesdays - 7:00pm - Room s 101-102
Contact: Earl Morgan, 933-8216
earl-m@sbcglobal.net '

Sunday School & Worship Service$B9:OOam & 10:30am
Evening Service - 6:00pm

TIRED OF EATING THE
SAME OLD FAST FOOD?
H a ve a Grinder. It'll Leave You
Pickin'Y our Teeth &
R ubbin'Y our Belly!

ANCINO*
P IZ Z A & G R IN D E R S

G Q-fTA G R A B A GR/a/q ^

FREE Gift with Any Service!!!
387 S. Main
Bourbonnais, IL 60914
933-2843

As much needed as the
expansion appears to be, Webb
stated that, the change^ are
not guaranteed at this point,
but assured that the most
economical options would be
selected.
“It would be considerably
less expensive to extend the
dining hall than to create
another dining option,” Webb
said.
Junior Kelly Fuller has
begun picking food according'
to the wait time in each line.
“I
don’t go to the
main food'Kps* I go straight
for .the salad bar even though
the main lineTs usually better,^
Full® said. “The line is just
too long.’fShe alsdlpluipned
that Sunday lunch in particular
is one that requires an early
arrival jn, order to beat the
rUSKi '?
“Dinner can be difficult,
because most of my friends

Across from
the Olivet Campus

Evening Delivery Avadable
7 Days a Week!
ON RT. 50
IN FRONT OF WAL-MART
936-9393

ON KENNEDY
ACROSS FROM PERRY FARM
935-7200
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Fall deb ate e n c o u ra ge s stu d e n ts to vote
Capitol Hill Gang discusses Iraqi War, global warming
By Stephanie Simpson
;
Variety writer

Last Monday evenings
Students gathered in Wisner
Auditorium to hear members
of OlivetY resident political
science club, Capitol Hill
Gang, •. tackle
some
of
Washington’s hottest issues.
Panelists, consisting qf
both faculty and student®
engaged in a friendly fall’
debate over' global warming,
the Iraqi War, immigration
and
taxation,
discussing
issues before a major election
night that would decide
the majority of CongressStudents; were invited to
learn more about unfolding
issues in candidates’ platforms
so that voters could make a
well-informed decision when
they attended the polljpfp
Attendees > were also
provided with a bulletin of
background information about
the issue to be updated in the
history of the sub jecL mattgCg
Although banter between
parties^ became heated at
times, each group respectfully
maintained their opinion!
and thoie of their opposition.
Lee Adams, senior pohlicail
science* major, felt participant®?
managed to keep their •
respective party ’s views in tact
S ‘1 appreciated the broad
range of topic® I also liked
that each party consistently

Green party panelists (l-r) Marcus Winn, Wes McKain and Ryan Quanstrom discuss the importance of global action.
Photo by Denton Hird/Staff

covered each topic in depth. provided a series of questions
I know the attention span of for deliberation as questions
people who are involuntarily were presented. Each party
there,* but I would have liked was allotted a sixty sjecond
statement,
two
it if those on forum could have opening
minutes
to
answer
the
question
debated more;5’ he said.’
Sophomore Katie Sullivan given, and two minutes of
rebuttal time,'sixty seconds of
agrees.
, .“I was impressed closing arguments as well as
with the ability to show ninety seconds to respond to
different
view
points.” impromptu questions posed by
Co-moderators Angie "audience members at the end
Beauvais and Jeff Cullins of the debate.

Laughing, applause,
whistling® and
general
involvement of the audience
were, present, throughout
the entire debate; students
supported the participants
thoroughly
with . an
encouraging cheer at the
completion of the event.
Çùllins encouraged students
to get involved in this year’s
election and politics in general.
“I have noticed that when

T u ffy
Auto Service
Centers

extra credit is not offered,,,
attendance.
levels
drop
significantly, but many people
have Shown up simply to lend
their support;^!

For more information^
contact the Capitol Hill Gang
by visiting their website:
pauserewindplay.com.

577 William Latham Drive
Bourbonnais, IL 60914
815-929-1366
Hours:
Mon - Fri: 8:00 am - 6:00 pm
Sat: 8:00 am - 4:00 pm

10% Discount
for students & faculty
University ID required
Offering Com plete Autom otive Repair!
W e Fix Cars and Treat You Right!

Computer Diagnostics Engine,Transmission,
General Maintenance,„.and much more! .
M " ) DL Mark Quanstrom, John Reed and Audra Wertz represent the Republican side at
Tuesday's debate.

Special Rates on Towing Service
Car Care One, 90 Days Same as Cash
Visit us on the web at: www.tuffy.com

Alumni-owned & operated!
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By Amy Kistner
~
Variety writer

remembers the library always
being busy, because students
A lot has changed since actually had to obtain books
Dr. Mark Bishop, Assistant and find research materials for
Professor of Communications papers and projects.
and Director of TV/Video
In addition, rules have also
Production, was a student at altered over the years. ONU
Olivet some 15 years ago.
students still think the rules
One of the biggest changes strict, but when Bishop was
has been the advancement of enrolled, regulations were
technology.
even more restrictive than they
“We didn’t have high speed are now.
internet or cell phones that
; “It wasn’t until my
weren’t ‘bag phones.’ I used. sophomore year when Dr.
a word processor to type my Bowling came that we could
papers, and I never used the \|sar blue jeans; but-|ve still
excuse ‘I couldn’t get it done had to wear a collared, shirt,
because I couldn’t find it on Bishdp said.’^‘Studentk. can’t
the Internet’,” Bishop said. He fathom that n o w 3 £

«sra tne a t

Bishop fondly recalls up every now and then around
throwing snowballs out of his here.”
In addition, Bishop enjoyed
third floor Chapman' window
his classes. One of his favorite
at people who passed by.
“Except one time when I professors was Dr. Kale. •
*“He was a communications
threw a snowball, my class
ring flew off,” he said. “I professor who mesmerized
miraculously found it during classes ¿with his wealth of
knowledge,” Bishop said.
the spring thaw.”
The communication “I especially remember and
Communication
professor #lso. recollects time enjoyed
with
him.”
spent singing, traveling and ;;EthiesS
Another class Bishop really
even recording.
. ;■“My other favorite memories enjoyed was Performanceincluded traveling in one of the Studies.
“I was in thewery first
PR/ministry singing groups for
Olivet for two years,” Bishop Performance Studies showcase
said. “We actually recorded where I performed a scene
an album which tends to pop from ‘Ifdu’re a Good Man

Charlie Brown*,” he recalled.
As for parting words of
advice for current OlivetiansJl
Bishop stresses the im p o rta n t
of intertwining faith with one’s
future.
“Develop a strong work
ethic and a heart for God and
it will take you far in life,’’;J
Bishopisaid.
Perhaps one day we too will|
be asked to recall our favorite
memories of days spent at
Olivet for future students.

Halloween more treat than trick
Compassionate Ministries collect food for hungry
By Jessica Porter
Variety Writer

other non-perishable items,|
which would be collected
While the rest of their the Jiiext week during the
friends were out asking for neighborhood’s ¡¿I ■trick-or-.
candy bars and chocolate treating hours.
. covered
goodie|§
on
Compassionate Ministry
Halloweem members of member Heidi Anderson"
Olivet’s
Compassionate notes h o ^ anbtherwi|eself-!
Ministries ll'went houses] focused holiday turned into
to-house in the Bradley the exact opposite,
community
requesting
“We decided to put a
green beans, sliced peaches * little twist on Halloween
and chili.
... instead of making it all
Alongside several other ¡about receiving, we decided
ONU ^students; the group to make it about giving.”
participated in a community
Twenty-five students
food project called Trick-or-*J were involved in picking
Treat So Others Can Eat, to up the bags that Tuesday,
help stock local pantries.
night, pleflluitly surprised
One week prior to by community response.
Halloween,
students
“I was so amazed by
canvassed the community, peoples! willingness and
delivering grocery bags eagerness to gi>§L After
to almost 500 housed with trick-or-treating, instead of
information
about the feeling full by how much
project. Residents were candy I ate, I was full of joy
encouraged to fill their bag for how much food we were
with canned goodfe and- able to collect,” Anderson

said.
Many residents participated
and were happy to get
involved. One jocal resident
contribute^ evg£y, year,
because : she know^ what it
§p like to go without.
“Uve been there and done
that. 1 didn’Plike-it. I don’t
like' to see people suffer.
So now that I am in a pl&jjl
where I can support'myself,
P want to help other people,’!
she said.
Altogether, three Sars
wer% crammed with food*
to be delayered to the
Salvation Army, the Center
of Hope and Harbor Hqf|§||
food pantries. Katie Novaf||
leader of Compassionate
Ministries; said, “These
placeflwere getting low am
food because it is still a while
until . Thanksgiving whepj
they get more donations.
In fact, Harbor House
was almost completely

out of food, so they really ^ helping to meet their nepi|j|
appreciated what weJgave so they can meet the needs
of the people.they serve
to them.”' '
Novak
said.
Anderson could not agree,
Dana Yost, a sophomore
more.
ggjj‘It wass.so nice to kpow ¿at Olivet, was one of many
that, by the giving of a little volunteers that braved the
time, we are. able to truly Isold to go trick-oritreating.
'make a diffeMhceffiso many Whilqphe is not alpart of|
people-lives by provSfig ’Compassionate^ Ministrieia
them with , the necessity to she still Hu the need^tql
participate.
survival - food.” ‘
“I have felt the Lord
Compq&gonate MiigBtries
isjqstone of the many service saying in the past, month to
oriented clubs students; on volunteer my time through
campus can get |5 w olved ■servicM” she said.
Several students Jvho
in. A student-led ministry
under the Spiritual r L ife' participated said they Would
department, Companionate love trick-or-treating for th|ji
Ministries ministers to the pause again. Novak assures
physical needs of people them of another opportunifi
through inner-city and to do so.
“We had a great responsel
environmental projects.,
• v‘We partner with from the community,. This!
existing ministries . and is something thalSwe wM|
service organizational in definitely be doing again!
the Kankakee ¡Community, next year,’\she said.
vohmteelfng with them and

It ’s a Z o o O ut There By Chris Sanders and Brad Krohe
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What will Dave review next? Submit your
requests atglimmerglass.oliivet.edu.
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Dinner and a movie with Dave
D a v e r e v ie w s B u f f a l o W ild W in g s a n d “T h e P r e s t i g e ”
in my ear and pull out a shiny
quarter. I was rather impressed
at my talented ear. If I could
produce quarters in my ear, I
would be a millionaire without
having to do any work! I later
realized, to my disappointment,
that my ear wasn’t special—it
was only a magic trick.
For this episode
of “Dinner and a Movie,”
I wanted to do something
“magical.” If the Beatles could
have a magical mystery tour,
why can ft I? The first stop
By Dave Fowler
on the tour was the infamous
A&E columnist
Buffalo Wild Wings. For those
When I was a young blokeJJ of you that call it BW 3’s, I’ve
my uncle would look at me gojSbne question: Where do
inquisitively and ask,: -‘David,? you come up with the third
what’s that in your ear?” He “W”?'Perhaps it has magically
would then stick his fingers disappeared.

Anyways, Buffalo . Wild you know it, your food will
Wings is located on route vanish and transform into a
45 in Orland. For those of check. If you want the check
you buffalo wing fans, this is to disappear, you have got to
the spot for you. It is^a great pay the price, unless you are
atmosphere to hang out with really great with Jedi mind
your friends, order some hot tricks. Unfortunately, I don’t
wings and watch all kinds know any Jedi mind tricks, so
of sports on a cornucopia of I paid about 10 bucks for my
TVs.
meal and headed toward the.
I think what makes Buffalo , theater.
After disembarking
Wild Wings so popular are
its . 12 amazing signature my magnificent Montero
Sauces® I personally suggest Sport, I gallantly streamed into
ordering 12 boneless wings, my next tour destination: the
half Mango-Habanero, half theater.. There, I purchased a
Asian Zing,
Throw in a ticket for “The Prestige.” I had
little cup of bleu cheese, a actually been looking forward
qold Mountain7Dew; say the to this one for awhile. For those
magic words,' wmgardium of you who are unfamiliarJ
levioga and presto; you have a “The Prestige” .is about two
winning combination. Before young magicians living at the

turn of the 20th century. After
the death of his wife, Hugh
Jackman blames Christian
Bale and seeks vengeance.
They quickly become involved
in a life-long feud, trying to
best each other in magical
illusions and captivate the
larger audience. I personally
enjoyed the element of science
fiction, which is brought forth
by a mad scientist, played by
none other than David Bowie.
This movie is full of twists
and turns and it will have
you second-guessing until the
end. I would say that, overalls
it was a well-made film and
rather enjoyable. It was a great
way to conclude my magical
evening.

24iHr Theatre cancelled! more events to come
By Tracey Wangler
A&E writer

The semi-annual two-day
event, hosted by the Green
Room, 24-Hr Theatre, was
cancelled last week due to
Scheduling conflicts. However,
there is much more to' come
from the group this j&hool
l^ear.
The 24-Hr Theatre i&written
and • directed by students.
Participants gather the first|
day to organize Ideas, and
the second day to write and
rehearse their play, presenting
it that night.
The event 'vas cancelled
due to scheduling conflicts^
With another drama group,
Omega, whose members
include many Green Room

participants.
Rescheduling
this semester was discussed,
but they decided hot to risk the
failure of the event and hold It
early next semester.
Green ¿Room is a club on
campus that holds nearly 90
membership goal is to provide
more theatrical venues for
students outside the theatre
department.
Green Room provides a
place for those who do not get
cast in the plays and musicals
on campus .a place to practice,
and condition their abilities,
and often provides an opening
for incoming students to make.
their Olivet debuts, “We’re here to provide
Opportunities for both theatre
people and “dabblers® in

theatre to enjoy the dramatjc|
arts,” club president, Hahnah
Jackson said.
Currently, Green Room hosts
two large productions during
the academic year including
Broadway Revue in the fall
and a student-directed play in
the spring. They also provide
smaller activities, such as 24Hr Theatre and various theatre
experiences, such as trips to
professional Chicago shows,
for those who can’t make a full
commitment.
• Green Room’s community
outreach
currently under
expansion. For a number of
years they have provided
actors for the Bennet-Curtis
House’s murder mystery dinner
theatre in Grant Park, and the

Baurbonnais Park Service’s
annual Sleepy Hollow re
enactment at Perry Farms.
“We are now looking
at forming a permanent
connection with the Kankakee
County
Museum,
which
has expressed interest in
using students for various
lecture series and museum
events. This promises to
be a relationship that "will
prove mutually beneficial
to the club, the students and
the museum,” said Jackson.
Green Room also assists the
theatre department with then-

productions, both through
publicity and through behindthe-scenes work.
“Being president of this
club is a great responsibility
and very demanding, but it is
also very rewarding to see how
fast the theatre community
can grow when given enough
opportunities. My only desire
is to see the theatre program
at Olivet continue to develop
and mold capable leaders and
performers for Christ who will
work against the downward
spiral of today’s media
industries,” Jackson said.

Welcome Alumni!
P 3 * 5
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W elcome Students, Faculty and Alumni tö another exciting
Tiger Homecoming.
Thomas David Salons wishes you success and an enjoyable event In celebration o f the
homecoming- we are offering some specials for all students, faculty and alum ni. '
(Please clip and bring copy of ad. Offer good through the month of November)

FREE
Eye brow wax with
any service

Save 15% on all regular priced
services for both women and men.

Appointment Suggested

We accept VISA and
Mastercard.

815 - 933-6067

Congradulations BURPOS
on 30 years of??? .
Computer Specialist

'i f c M

d ^ a v id ^ lc r ^

668 N. Convent St., Bourbonnais, IL
Located Northeast com er o f Kroger Plaza

Make your appointment on line at

w w w .th o m a sd a v id sa lo n s.c o m

Virus & Spy-Ware Removal
Hardware Sales
In-Room Service Available
Websites Design & Hosting
Student Discounts
Schwoby Solutions
Timely Repairs
(815) 370-1657

Caio nation

Katie Zurgher (above) and Dana Schaller (below) each,
look out to the audience as they take their walks down
; the runway.
Photo by Denton Hird/Staff
Queen Erin Hall takes her stroll down th é runway after receivj
ing her crown and robe.
Photo by Denton Hird/Staff

meineke
car care center
BOURBONNAIS
594 William Latham Driye

8 1 5 -9 3 5 -8 6 4 0

For
Students and
1 Faculty

W Ê . ' (Corner of Latham Dr. :& Convert Dr. ;■i

(Rt. 45/52), across from Wendy's & Walgreens) : :

OIL CHANGE

1

Discount applies to regular retail pricing.
O n e Coupon Per Vehicle

ANY SERVICE
OVER $100

Discount applies to regular retail pricing.
Not valid on the sale of Ores and batteries.
O ne Coupon Per Vehicle

Valid at Meineke Bourbonnais. IL location. Not valid with anyotherdiet or warranty work. Must present valid Student or Faculty identification.
.
Sorry, not valid on previous sales.

in o in o ì&

90 ||ays interest Free*
Minimum Monthly
Payment Required

i l M ^ b e r v i c e A va ilab le
F IZEE Undercar

Homecoming Com ingll
BROW NBODIES offers a fan n in g discount
for students, teach ers,po aches, & alum ni
on th e best bulbs in to w n.

151

Inspection & Estimate
Visit www.meineke.com for
|more valuable coupon.offers.
'o p e n Mon - Sat 7:30 am to 6:00 pm
‘Finance charges waived on qualifying Promotional Credit Plan purchases that are paid in full within 90 days,
MINIMUM MONTHLY PAYMENTS REQUIRED. Regular rate:21.84APR. DefinouincyRate: 24.84% APR.
Minimumfinance charge: $1.00. CFNA reserves therightto changeAPR. fees and otherterms unilaterally.
Subject towee®approval. See store for details.
© MCCCI2006

151 W. Harrison, Bourbonnais
Across From ONU (Behind Jimmy JohnSs and Air Gas)

VISA

No Appointments
Just Come On In!

Lindsey Bailey flashes a smile to the audience.
Photo by Denton Hird/Staff
Above, SarapMcDevitt takes her walfe'down the runway.
Below, former queen, Molly Taylor, prepares to hand
down her crown.
Photo by Denton Hird/Staff

Above, Homecoming court from left to right: Dana Scheller, Katie Zürcher, Molly Taylor,
Queen Erin Hall, Lindsey Bailey, Sarah McDeVltt.
Photo by Denton Hird/Staff
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any bread
nAdd
item or 2 liter

100 E John Casey
Boubonnais, IL 60914

^/^uuxx/e (& cm <ua-?t4ne?i/r3Sex//eejpt4x
t o

for only
$1.99 each!

(815) 939-6400

G5?/
TpdaôÂes c f£ C ^V e ern rn n /y W w teeA

W em
W /m

Now Accepting Tiger Dollars!!!
University Feast
¡¡¡F
3 large
1 topping pizzas
for only

Late Night Munch

10 Piece Order

after 9pm
1 medium
1 topping pizza

of wings and
breadsticks w/sauce
only

/e- aw e axxw ft/sstu f cxw tM ^pnw w i/&.. |
W be/fa, cW/ona- ern e /
H o u rs:
—

$21.00
N ot valid with any other offer,
custom er p ays all applicable la x ^ i
delivery charge m ay apply,
deep d ish $1.00 extra.

$5.99
Not valid with any other offer,
custom er pays all applicable taxes,
delivery charge m ay apply,
deep d ish $1.00 extra.

$7.99jf|
Not valid with any other offer,
custom er p ays all applicable taxes,
delivery charge m ay apply,
deep d ish $1.00 extra.

■—

^

M o n d a y -F rid a y : 1 0 a m -t)p m
S a tu rd a y : 1 0 a m -4 p m

I f you have any questions, please call us
at ( 815) 929-9992

SPIRITUAL LIFE
G
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G
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‘Oh lord, you have searched me and you know
me. Psalm 139:1
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Students volunteer in community
By Bethany Sackett
—
Spiritual Life editor

them would continue to volun
teer with the agencies.”
A commissioning ceremony
Some 80 Olivet stu
dents worked throughout the in Ludwig cafeteria kicked off
community painting, raking, the day with the student volun
moving furniture, filing, sort teers gathering alongside one
ing clothes and more for sev another in preparation for their
eral non-profit organizations ministry.
Sandell said, “There is
in the Kankakee community
during the annual “Make a something to be said about
gathering together.. You are
Difference Day.”
The workday was endorsed able to see that you are not the
by Olivet’s Associated Stu only one and that as a group,
dent Council and sponsored we are able to really go and do
by Kankakee United Way and larger projects than [we could]
the Office of Community Life if it were just one or two peo
with Community Life intern ple.”
Sophomore Karen CarriAmy Sandell leading the way.
Sandell said, “The goal of gan said, “I thought the com
Make a Difference Day was to missioning ceremony •at the
get our students involved, and beginning of the day was a re
to have them really reach out« ally great way to start because
it unified the volunteers and
to the community.”
In further detail, she ex-I set up the purpose for the day
plains, “The goal was to be a before everyone went to the
part of the community here different work sites.” .
After the ceremony; the
and help them with our time
Students
headed out to the non
and abilities. Also, [another
goal was] for there to be a profit station^ KC-CASA,
positive relationship with dif-. Compassion Ministries* Cen
ferent organizations and with ter of Hope, Crisisi ;Pregnancy
students, in hopes that many of Center, Camp Manitoqua,

Bob Kring motivates | e volunteers during the commissioning ceremony|h Ludwig
Photo by Denton Hird

Harbor House, Good Shep
herd Manor, Sunrise Thera
peutic Riding Stables and the
YWCA.
Carrigan volunteered at the
Center of Hope. She cleaned,
sorted jllothes and mocked
shelves.
“I thought the sheer volume!

of work that just a handful of
volunteers working for a few
hours could accomplish really
demonstrates the fact that even
a little bit of effort on the part
of students can make a huge,
difference ™ the community,” ^
she said.
This is what Sandell hoped

the. students would see - that
the community does need our
h e lp ,“
“Many of the sites need
volunteers to do some of the
projects that get left behind.
Many of them just do not have
the time to get everything
done/’ she ¡lid.

Are you w illjng to die the death of Christ?
Abide in him and overcome your addictions
By Keith Davenport
Spiritual Life writer

Are you willing to render your spirit and die the
uncontrollable
compulsion sufferings, becoming like him
give up your addictions, sin:- death of Christ?
that we allow to reign in our in his death.’®
Think of what this means,
lives becomes a god and thus,
Allison, who :i$ now my fi becomes sin.
living in ; such proximity to
ancée, and I have been together
Three small words embody Christ that even hi|:„ death is
now for just over three years. the entire solution to these ad4 real to us.
There is not enough room in dictions. In order to defeat
As I was searching to under
this newspaper pjj| record all pornography or video games stand what it means to “know
the things that God has done in or food, we must abide in Christ... in his death,” 1 fouhd
my life through Allison.
something very intriguing - a
Christ.
One hardship, however,’
Whenever I hear this phrase prayer.;
dug
itself deep beneath the I think of John 1:14,/ “Now the
Luke 23:46 says, .“Jesus
skin of our relationship. This Word became flesh and made called oupwith a loud ybice,
Nertherton's
w
as
p
»*
hardship was pornography. his dwelling among us...”
‘Father, into your hands I com
Body Sh p p jn c.
For many years of my teenage
It is this picture that is paint-/ mit my Spirit.’ When he had
life, pornography controlled ed in my mind: in. order .to said this, he breathed his last’f
2081 W. Station St.- Kankakee, IL 60901
my very being. It started out
It is this prayer that brought
abide in Christ, we must make
815-933-4191 - 815-933-4774 Fax
•as innocent Web surfing, but him our-home.
redemption of sins to the
gjjoon turned into my shacklesPhilippians 3:10 says, “I world forevermore, and it is
and chain. By the power of want to know Christ and the this prayer that can once; again
the Spirit, I finally conquered power of his resurrection and bring you to a place of victory
this sin at the end of my junior the fellowship of sharing in his over your sin.
year.
This battle, however, re-1
Nertherton's Tire
turned to me at the end of last
& Alignment/ Inc.
semester, and it had devastat
ing effects in all areas of my
2091 W. Station St. - Kankakee, IL 60901
life. But, “If we confess our
815-933*7080
sins, he isffaithful and just and
will forgive us our sins and
purify us from all unrighteous
ness.”.
Although pornography was
the addiction that I struggled
Any wash, cut, & style or color service!
S tò p b y jQ fc a T re e ^ s tiin ria M ^ m J ^ r
with, it is not the only addiction
Call today a t815.928.9445!
that can enslave us, like video
Walk-ins Welcome!
our facility, or visit us online
games, shopping or food. Any
209 N. Main Street; Bourbonnais, IL60914
NethertonsBodyShop.com

Netherton's Body Shop, Inc.
Complete Collision Repair

MB

$ 1 0 Dry Cuts
2 0 % Off Other Services
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C r o s s c o u n try t e a m s t a k e
h o m e NAIA R e g io n a l T it le s
By Ashlee Folsom
Sports writer

The O livet. men’s
and women’s cross country
teams swept the NAIA
Region VII and Chicagoland
Collegiate Athletic Conference
Championship^ on Saturday^
Nov. 4, earning both teams a
trip to the 2006 Cross Country
National, Championships in
Louisville, Ky.
The: men’s team has
been a very goal-oriented team
throughout the season, as they
look ahead to the post season.
The entire season had been
building up to this one race, as
the meh worked to obtain their
ipumber one goal of winning
the NAIA Regional.
In the men’s., race,
ONU senior ftaceyCarr wg&in
.the lead from start to finish. At
about the nwfe-^iid a half mark,
St. ,Xavier|| Stevetj. Bugarin
challenged Carr’s,position, bufo
Senior Kacey Carr^rosses the bridge at the NAIA Regional
was unable to take frje lead.
Meet on .Nov 4. Cai;r won the race by a margin of ,30 seconds ,
Carr took’ firs$| place
with a time of 25:58:86.The meet was held at Cam p Shawahonors for the Second year ih a
nasee, where both the men's and wom en's teams qualified for
row finishing well ahead of the
the National meet on Nov. 18.
pack, <nos|ing®epiish line in
Photo by Denton Hird/Staff
a time of 25:58.86. Carr was

followed nearly 30 seconds
later by Bugarin, who clocked
in at 26:24.11.
^Today’s race was
indescribable,” Carr said.
Although Carr’s performance
was amazing, it could not
carry the team to the National
stage alone. The collegiate
inexperience of the freshmen
and" sophomores on the team
has been an obstacle for the
men; however, they still:
performed well on Saturday.
Freshman
Caleb
Erway and sophomore AlexGerber ran a tight race, as
they finished fifth and sixth.
Erway finished in a time of
26:33.39, while Gerber ran a
26:42.59. Freshmen Ben Fay
rounded oifr the top 10 with a
27:16.61 and Andrew Clausen
came in 13th place with a time
of 27:36.60. The Tigers scored
a total of 37 points to win the
Regiojr VII Championship
“We
came . here
expecting to win and we did
ONU Head Coach Mike
McDowell said.
The women’s." team
also started their post season
with a great finish in sight.
As expected, the Lady
Tigers dominated the field,
taking the ,top four spots and

seven of the top 10 in their
victory led by junior Bethany
McCoy who ran a 17:43.19.
“The weather today
was really good for running
and I felt good,” McCoy said.
“I just enjoy running.”
Her time was nearly
a minute faster than second
place Carmin Green, senior,:
who ran a 18:35.33. Green
was followed by fellow senior
Jenny Ellis, clocking a time
of 18:50.00 to finish third.
Rounding out the top four was
freshman Kaeley Matuz in a
time of 19:20.44.
Also finishing in the
top 10 for Olivet was Cheri
Hoffmann, Alison Gremar and
Andrea Maines, placing eighth, ‘
ninth, and tenth respectively.
Hoffman finished in 19:50.67,
Gremar in 19:55.38 and
Maines in 20:03.64.
The Lady Tigers, who
are second in the NAIA Top
25 Poll, advance to the NAIA
National Meet for the fourth
straight time.
While , both teams
finished in first place, Coach
McDowell was not to be left
out of the awards, as he was
named Coach of the Year for
NAIA teams. McDowell is
S ee C ro s s » PAGE #10

mu
195 N. Kennedy Dr.
(next to Perry Farm)
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Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.

932-4800
ONU CAMPUS SPECIAL
Large 14” Pizza
'with Your Favorite Topping
& Two 20-oz. Cokes
only

$9.99!

Delivery to O N U C am pus Only
United time offer. Not valid with
other off«'s. Customer pays tax.

Hours
11:00 AM
11:00 AM
N oon

M o n - T hu
F ri & S at
S unday

- Midnight
■1:00 AM
- Midnight

T IG E R S P E C IA L

Extra Large16” Pizza
w/Your Favorite Topping
only

$9.99!

Add Your Favorite Sides - Breadsticks,
Cheesesfcks, Chickenskips, Clnnapie
Dessertand 2-liters for a greatprice!
Delivery to O N U C am pus O nly
Limited time offer. Not vaSd with

Joe s Autom otive Inc.
More men and women on the front lines are surviving life-threatening injuries than ever before
for one reason: We have the most elite nurses in the world. As a U.S. Air Force nurse, you receive
the most advanced training and have access to the bts|t medical technology on the planet. And

Car running rough?
Check Engine light on?
See

Larry N o ttk e
Electrical Specialist

whetheryou're treating Airmen on foreign soil or their families on bases here ih the U.S., you can
put all of that training to use. If ypu're interested in learning more about a better place to practice
medicine, call or visit us online.

1- 800- 588- 5260 • AIRFORCE.COM/HEALTHCARE

937-9281
560 S. W ashington, Kankakee
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SPORTS

Sports outside the

b n h b le
In dy-pen den t: C olts s it alon e atop NFL

By Jimmy Street
Sports writer

lack of ability to win the big
and fumbling once as well.
Sure, the Bears had game. W elti Sunday night
a few receivers out. Their Peyton may have only won
secondary was missing a few a regular season game, but it
key players.- But you could was the biggest game of the
have added Champ Bailey, season to this point. •
He stayed calm. He
Charles Woodson and Ed
Reed to fhe Bears secondary kept shuffling those feet like he
on Sunday and they still would always does, with'the nervous
tick of a sixth grader asking a
not have had a chance.
They would not have girl to dance.
But while those feet
had a chance because the
Bears ‘practically handed the were shuffling, Peyton kept his .
Dolphins the ball in the end head thinking and not spinning,
zone, not only turning the ball which has not always been the
over six times, but providing case for Manning when he is,
Miami with unbelievably good under pressure.
He made great
field position
decisions
and
nearly every
threw for over
time.
"If there was one
300 yards and
They would
lesson
to
le
arn
...
two touchdowns
not have had
only
a
chance it was that team s While
throwing.
one
because
do
not
win
when
i
n
t
e
r
c
e
p
t
i
o
n.
Nick Saban,
Miami’s head they turn the ball Brady on the
other
hand,
coach,
was
over."
seemed
to
have
smart enough
more
luck
to realize that
if you give the Bears a chance finding Coifs’ defensive backs
to capitalize on your mistakes, than he did finding the Colts’
they will. So he kept the ball on end zone, >.>
After
this^ week,
the ground and Ronnie Brown
answered the bell, carrying the discussions around the country
ball for 157 yards and a Miami and around this campus can
stop, because the debate is
win.
The Colts on the other over. There is no more, “Who
hand, used the Dolphins recipe would win if the Bears and
for success to a certain extent^ Colts played each other?”
At the halfway point
picking Tom Brady four^mes
and then they used thfrweapon of the 2006 season, Rex
that separates them from the Grossman and the Bears
Bears, and from the rest of the answered that question one
way, while Peyton Manning
league; Peyton Manning.
Manning has always answered it in a different tone,
been labeled the quarterback with a goofy smile on his face
with an unprecedented level of and a perfect record in the
talent, a ridiculous intelligence books.
for the game, but an extreme

If there was one
lesson to learn in this week’s
NFL games, it was that teams
do not win when they turn the
ball over.
' The Bears, who had
previously dominated every
team that stepped onto the
hallowed ground • of Soldier
Field, experienced a rude
awakening Sunday afternoon
as the Miami Dolphins
capitalized on f$ix Chicago
turnovers en route to handing
Chicago their ,first loss of the
season.
On the other end of
the spectrum, the Colts won
their second consecutive game
[¿against the New England
Patriots as Tom Brady threw
four interceptions and Peyton
Manning took charge and kept
the Colts alone, atop the league
and undefeated.
The' Bears showed
some signs of weakness, a few
weeks ago in Arizona, but
Sunday the Dolphins provided
a blueprint for the rest of
the league to stop Chicago’s
offense. Miami won the game
31-13 and 28 of those points^
came from Chicago turnovers.
You do the math.
Rex Grossman has had
his struggles this season, but at
home the Chicago quarterback
had an amazing ratio of 11
touchdown passes to zero,
that’s right, zero interceptions.
I B B i B M K a B lM g ia a M
Then came the Dolphins,
literally.
ii p
The Dolphins came
at Grossman, blitzing from i l
every angle, and their veteran
m i
front four dominated the
W m£
Bears’ offensive line arid
K«~*2 If you think there's something wrong with your
took advantage of the banged
transmission, bring it to Mr. Transmission for a FREE
performance check. W ith our step-by-step diagnostic
up Chicago receiving core.
service, we'll find what troubles your transmission and have
Grossman is the future of the
i you back on the road in no time.
franchise, but on Sunday he
showed just how much work
m r.Tran$ffijs&iori.
The Professionals
is left to reach his potential,
throwing three interceptions 860 Arm or Road ♦ Bourbonnais, IL 60914 *815-933-6699 ♦www.mrtransmission.com

CROSS

National Meet in Cedarville,
Ohio, as they prepare for
Nationals.
“The only thing we can
proud of the award but knows
do
now
i s ... prepare mentally
it is not all about him.
“You
shouldn’t and picture how we want the
win just because you win race to go,” McCoy said.
The NAIA National
{RegionalsP you should win
meet
will
be held in Louisville,
because of the development of
the kids and something good Kyi on Nov. 18.
Coach.
McDowell
happens,” McDowell said.
says,
“We
better
be
ready for
The team will race
Nov. 11 at the NCGAA it.# :

A CONTINUED FROM PAGE 9

P o w d e r p u ff tra?
d itio n c o n t i n u e s
By Hannah Witt
Sports editor

• Powder puff means
limited to participation by
women or girls* according to
Dictidnary.com..
While only girls will
be playipg iri this Friday’s
annual Homecoming Powder
puff game, there are many
plans for fierce competition
Powder puff has been
a part of Olivet Nazarene
University’s
Homecoming
tradition since thè mid 198(Ps,
The initiation of this game
Came from Wendy Parson,
Olivet’s
first
intramural
director.
Bob Kring, current
intramural director," saidJ
“Wendy had men’s and co-fed
football intramural leagues.
When I campato ONU, thèladies said they wanted to
have more control in the game,
so we started the Womefefflag
football leagues and we have
had great success.”
.
Since the start of the
Powder-puff tradition at the
school, man$3 have chosen to
partake in the ev en tfe'^S
C ?It is one of those
traditions that just keeps going
year after year because of the
love for it. ... coming into
Homecoriiing it is a way to

show class spirit and love for
tradition,” said Kring.
As jn past years, the
tournament will start with the
senior team going up against
the freshmen team, while
the juniors competfoagainstl
the sophomores. Following
these two gamesji the winners
will play each other for the
championship and the losers
will play for third place. ;
Nov. 10 will be the
day for .this year’s *Powderpuff, tournament.; The jienior
versus freshman game will be
at 2 p.m. on field one, while
the juniors, versus sophomores
game will be on field ‘two. The
championship and bonsolatiori
games will start at 3 p.rn.
The ©epior team will
be playing fdri the last time and
is planning to take home the
victory.
“Our game plan.is,to
dominate, totally.
Without
question,” senior Amy Hale'
«aid.
This year ^seniors won
the powderpuff championship
in 2005 and plan to win againj
Senior Erin Hall
fegaid, “ We plan to dominate
regardless of what clgss we
play. We won last year and I
think we will win this year. At
least I hope we do!”
.
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Try O u r Wneat C rust Pizza!
B ack-to-School Special
Buy Any 2-Topping L g . (liv”) Pizza,
Get A Tree 12* C neese Pizza.
TOé> N Kennedy Dr.
Bradley, íL é O p lJ
Block South o f ONU

Bring in your
S tu d e n t I.D. ,
& G et 10% Off!!!
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I t t a k e s m o n ey to be e le c t e d
M oney isn

't everything,unlessyo u 're trying to be elected

By Joel Thomas

distributed all across the city, positive to negative. Usually
A politician is nothing
state
or
nation,
depending
the change happens about a without the people to do his
.
Can anyone ran for
on
the
race.
Look
at
the
month and a half before an heavy lifting: the speech
office? Of course, anyone
writers, the phone operators,
can ran for office. This the sheer amount of buttons you election.
see
people
wearing
on
TV
With
millions
upon
the people who spread flyers,
United States, land of the
when
you
watch,
and
I
pray
millions
being
spent
on
Internet designers, and the
free, home of the brave. But
various people that help
if the people are stripped of
define a candidate’s
courage, are the people not
views. Let’s couple all
also^tripped of the bulk of "It's high time for us voters to see running
of that spending with
their freedom?
for
office
how
it
is.
We
need
to
see
that
the sheer cost of travel
Hypothetically« yes,
right now and the total
anyone can ran fo r‘office. right now it's a rich man's ga m e /'
is unfathomable for the
I could buy some Sharpie
average person. Could
markers and a 49 cent poster »-JOEL T H O M A S
the average person look
board, and get my name out
at the numbers and not
as soipeone running for
that
you
watch,
a
candidate
advertising,
how
is
the
lose
courage? Is this still the
office, bum that would not
speaking,
somewhere.
Next,
average
person
supposed
land of the free arid home
even get my name on the
consider
bumper
stickers,
to
keep
up?
Before
we
of the brave? The average
ballot£ There are, in fact, a
few requirements, for anyone t-shirts, flyers canvassing a try to figure that out, let’s person would lose any sense
who wants to. be taken City and jpigns in the lawns make the situation, a bit of bravery, and with that loss
serioUply in an election. The of supporters. All of these more dire^ depressing and comes the loss of freedom,
big three, in order from least advertisements are crucial to realistic. Running for office specifically the freedom to
important to most important, winning an election;.. Iskthis takes tremendous amounts ran for office. Realistically,
include time,: people and unfortunate? Y<||, but people of timeg5 Thete is time that the average person does not
money. The ridiculousness will vote for the name they needs to be spent planning, have the funds to ran for
of the last s^ntende can be know. I have, yet to mention traveling, meeting, greeting, office, much less to win an
seen in the fact that time and the most expe||ive portion glad-handling, and don’t election. I am sorry to be
people both cost money. of advertising, which is forgehschmoozing. Time is the one who sees the glass
The crucial point, the issue television Campaign ads money. Any economist will half empty, fellow patriots,
that the questicpf posed ran non-stop throughout tell you there’s no such thing but taking part in the world
hinges upon, is whether the day on TV. This again as a free lunch as long as around us cannot start until
or not a person can ran for is because the public will there are potential earnings. we see how the world really
office without a wajrchest not vote for a person.they How many average people is.
Karl
Marx
is
in the millions^ erf dollars. have not heard of. Millions, not only have the money to
of
dollars
are
spent
for
not
only'start
campaigning!
laughing in his grave at the
The answer is no. One must
television
advertisements
but
to
continue
supporting
average American’s naivety.
consider every cosabefore
every year. A fun thing to themselves whfii they don’t He would shout, “Don’t you
Tunning for office.
For starters,'look at do Whop watching TV, at have time to earn money for see! You are living in a land
the amount of money spent least I think it’s funiss to try their livelihood? Another ran by the rich! The people,
on advertising alone. Begin to notice when the telev i® | crucial aspect for seriously who make laws about taxes,
with buttonspfthat wiH be campaign ads switch from running for office is people. infrastructure, and spending,
Forum Writer

already have all the money!
They are keeping the average
person out of office and out
of control by flexing their
muscle in cash!” We think
to ourselves, “No, that’s not
right, I elected that man, he
wouldn’tbe there ifitweren’t
for me and my vote,” Karl
Marx would reply, “Silly
American, you’re so cute.
You actually believe that if
you didn’t vote for one rich
guy a different one wouldn’t
be in office?”
It’s high time for us
voters to see running for
office how it is. We need
to see that right now it’s
a rich man’s game. The
question is two fold: are
you happy about the current
prerequisites required for
running for office, and
what are you going to do to
change them if you aren’t?
There is one more thing to
consider now that this article
has made an appeal to your
sense of outrage. Do you
warit people who are not
wealthy running for office
on an equal playing field
with those who are? Do
you want Clevis Johnson,
a Kentucky bom and raised
high School dropout and
moonshine maker, running
for office orf| the same
plateau as Barack Obama?

Our GREATEST Selection in Thirty Years
A R T & W A LL H A N G IN G S

H UNDREDS OF AN G ELS

H and Painted

A N G ELS
1 Beg. $ 12.50

W ith Any
Purchase
(White S ajjp liesl^

“...a relaxed a n d u n h u rried w orld w here you
w ill renew yo u r sp irit a n d refresh yo u r soul”

Downtown Kankakee
249 S. Schuyler
Kankakee 933-2822

NOW (N TWO LOCATIONS
To Better Serve You

Norfhfield Square Mall
Formerly Cornerstone Books
935-8900
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Do you think anyone can be elected?
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C a n a n y o n e ru n fo r o f f i c e ?
A historical approach to being elected; w as it w ritten in the C onstitution?
By KT Johnson
Forum editor

We the people of
the United States proclaim
that all men equal ,&except
for those without property,
• slaves, Africans, Asians, Irish,
Catholics, oh, and those who
took a rib—women.
Yes, that would be
Isarcasm at its finest, but if
we think about what our U.S.
history teachers have taught us
over the years* it turns out to
be very true.
When the Declaration
of Independence was written
in 1776, the patriots were
.condemning King George
for his constant trampling
on the colonists. However,
when those same men, with
the exception of Thomas
Jefferson, met agaht to write up
the Constitution, they created
a document that truly limited
who could be electecl.
This
debate
la
constantly
fought
about
between
historians.
One
historian, Charles Beard, wrote
An Economic Interpretation
o f the Constitution o f the
United StateL He argues that
the Constitutitffi was created
pSo that only an elitist with a
| substantial amount of money
can run for office, particularly
president.* Many historians today
acknowledge the fact that
when the founding fathers
met at the Constitutional
^Convention, they planned on
having George Washington as
our first president.
The presidents to

follow Washington were- Very which voted in Tyler instead of
similar to him; they came Jackson; leaving many people
from good breeding, most had of that day with a lack of faith
military background and they in the election system.
Obviously,
from
were not common. Up until
President Jackson was elected this we can argue that it is
in J. 828 by a popular vote, a impossible for the normal guy
common man did not live in to be elected. While. I do m>«|
believe that it is impossible
the White House.
The true question because after all, Jackson:,
then is this: Did the founding got elected, I do not believe
fathers make it so that only the that literally anyone can be
elected.
elites could rule this country?
Let's« consider this:.
A main thing that
scared the founding fathers,and Arnold ;Schwartzenager got
truly many of the intellectuals^ elected becauHHhe was the®
of that day,‘was the idea of a terminator and Jesse Ventura '
' “mobocracy.” This would be got elected because he was a
control by the illiterate masses famous wrestler. WhiM these
who would vote on every people might not be politically
issue, making the decisions for ¿inclined, they still took dfi
the country despite having no political positions® So, people
political background. James| who are not politically inclined
Madison
was
extremely can be elected. But can a
frightened by this; and that is . middle-aged man with a highwhy he was one to introduce school education who work$ the Federalist system in which at the local grocery istore be
people would elect the leaders, elected?
Unfortunately, I don’t
and the. leaders would make
believe so. And the hardest
the decisions^.
Within that, there part about that i$ that thosewere still strinp attached. The |Ewh(y! cannot gef eleq téÓ /^^
founding fathprs also came up most affected by the lejp|mti®r'
im th the idea of the Electoral that th o p witm the money,
College. Thi^f-according to the fame arid the power to be
wikipedia.of!gfeM a: group of elected create.
( Our current President
people iVith s|>me wisdom who
ifrent
to Yale, hi s'; father was
have a certain amount of vote*
to represent jS.body of people President, he owns many
stocks'in oil arid he is amongst
in elections.
The Electoral College the one percent of people in
has 'caused its amount of th|s TPiation with comparable
However, he wasg
problem® one was with Bwealth.
Jackson who had the popular elected to represent the r&t of
vote in 1824, but not enough the country. The 99 percent that
Electoral College votes. The he is unfamiliar with will make
¿election wenfflto the Housdf executive orders, command
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our troops and execute the
laws of this country.
Is this a depiction of
the past and what the founding
fathers wanted? Or, is this a
depictiomfoLu Mad moment
in 'bur history? Have we
gori« back to pre-American
revolutiofflin terms of the far
away, elite ruling the m a sse s^
Thesis quepions are

really up to every person to
answer for themselves, but
We must consider the past
and what our Constitution hâi|P
written in it. There .are many
historians that would argue that
the founding fathers wanted
the elites to rule, and there are
others, who would argue that
anyone can be elected. I guess
we just have, to vote!

L isa Dugan; A living exam ple o f “The Common Woman
By Stephanie Simpson
Forum writer

I believe the “average” ,
American person could run in
an election and win. Assuming
the candidate has a respectable
reputation, a platform with
issues' and concerns and
knowledge of the government
and its workings, there is no
reason why he or she couldn’t
be elected to an office.
Many people state that
the government is a crooked
||gam e” controlled through the
power of very few people in
America. It has also been said
that the process of choosing
a candidate is partial and
the right to run is reserved
by only those who have the
networking, money or power
to campaign. This, however, is

not always true.
Much, in the style
of “Mr. Smith goef| to
Washington,jjlpcal Democrat
Lisa Dugan was. elected into
office as a statfe representative
in the senate for Illinois’ 79th
District. Prior to her election,
Dugan had little experience
in government, only having
been president of the BradleyBourbonnais Chamber of
Commerce and a member of
the Village Board of Trustees.
Although she was an essential
member o f several different
clubs and organizations such
as the Regional Planning
Committee, United Way and
The Red Cross; and also
served as a member on the
advisory council of Women
in
Non-traditional
Jobs,

Dugan had newer before held a government official. A person
governmental position.
does not have- to obtain a
“My goal as State pedigree or massive wealth to
Representative is to bring' become an administrator. Lack
people together to .find of a college education and
common sSnse^olutionsto the a background in politics did
challenges we face,” Dugan not stop Dugan from gaining
said, according to the Illinois ■ her seat in the Senate. She
House of Democrat^ website. persevered despite the fact that
As a Kankakee area native, the systematic formula was not
she built a basis of trust, which in her favor.
helped her campaign. She
Andrew
Jackson,
began her journey towards the seventh man to serye.
senate by involving herself in as President of the United
Hprious service projects and States, was himself a success
unions in the community, but Story, although he had little
Dugan always remained a schooling or background. After
local. In 2004, Dugan ran for limited education, Jackson
the Illinois house and remains- studied law for two years and
in office today^
became a lawyer. He advanced
Lisa Dugan is an politically when he became
example' of how a dedicated a member of the House of
person can indeed become a Representatives; Later, by both

popular and electoral vptes*
Andrew Jackson became the
President in 1828, serving two
terms. j|pkson H yet another
instance in which -.someone
;with little or no foundation in
government could become an
active member in government!
service.
An articulate, welleducated ■or wSll-connected
person may be able to win
an election easily,'bufflj the
“average” American can
oyercome their circumstances
and become ah elected official.
It isn’t as improbable as. it
seems, and it hasfhappened in
the past and will most likely
happen in the future. The
govemrrient still remains in the
control of the voters and the
people have the true power.

